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Coherent Structures and Conditional Statistics in Inhomogeneous Turbulent Mixing
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We study the statistics of a passive scalar mixed by a turbulent flow that contains coherent structures
(Görtler vortices). These structures entrain the passive scalar in such a way that its one-point probability
density function (pdf) has a nonstandard shape that can be explained as a superposition of a background
Gaussian mixing on the one hand, and the action of the Görtler vortices on the other. We propose a
“mean field” approach to predict this pdf. This study (applicable to a wider class of systems) constitutes
the first experimental example for which the conditional expectation of the second temporal derivative
of the concentration of a passive scalar given the concentration deviates from a linear behavior.
[S0031-9007(97)03342-5]
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The directions in turbulence research have proceed
until recently along parallel lines: the statistical studie
à la Kolmogorov (see, e.g., [1,2], and references there
and the ideas that stem from the observed structu
in individual realizations of turbulence. In the forme
approach one is more concerned with properties avera
over an ensemble of realizations. In the latter (whic
received strong impetus from the numerical communit
attention has been focused on the mechanisms that g
rise to these structures, and their dynamics. There ha
been some attempts to conciliate both approaches, but
interpretations are not always the same (see Section 8
of Ref. [2]).

One of the experimental difficulties in understandin
these issues is that the typical measurements yield te
poral traces of the field of interest (be it a scalar fiel
or some component of the velocity field). It is then no
completely clear what the spatial shape and properties
these structures are. At best, one can use some intui
of which the structures that dominate the flow are, and
to correlate that intuition with the experimental tempor
signals. This approach was taken, rather convincingly,
Ref. [3].

Our goal in this paper is to understand the one-po
statistics of a passive scalar mixed by a turbulence flo
dominated by coherent structures (Görtler vortices) fro
information derived from a temporal signal. The exper
mental setup used in this experiment (Fig. 1) consists
a hydrodynamic channel run at a Reynolds number of104

(see caption to Fig. 2 for details), where the flow is drive
by gravity from a water tank, through stabilizing section
to the curved section [4,5]. Fluoresceine dye (having
Schmidt number Sc n

D  3200, with D the mass dif-
fusion coefficient) is injected in the bulk of the flow, up
stream from the curved part. The flow is enlightened wi
one laser beam near the spot marked with a1 in Fig. 1.
For small concentrations the light reemitted by the flu
resceine is proportional to the fluoresceine concentrat
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and time series of dye concentration can be collected. T
measurements were made with a photomultiplier tube u
ing the same system as the one used for laser Doppler v
locimetry, i.e., an optical device to collect the light emitted
in the bulk of the laser beam. (See Ref. [5] for further ex
perimental details.)

The outcome of a typical measurement is shown i
Fig. 2, where the concentration (with its mean subtracte
and normalized by its standard deviation) is depicted a
a function of time. Two features are conspicuous:
seemingly unstructured core and intermittent peaks.

In Fig. 3 we have superimposed all the peaks whos
heights lay between given threshold values [greater tha
6 in Fig. 3(a), and between the3 and6 in Fig. 3(b)]. The
solid circles correspond to the average peak shape [6
The thick solid line is a fit of the formsstd  Aexpf2st 2

tpeakd2y2s2g (with s ø 25 sampling units) that approxi-
mates reasonably well the shape of the average peak.

The physical meaning of this average shape can be b
ter understood from the behavior of this system at lowe
Reynolds numbers (Reø 3000). In this case both the flow
and the concentration of a passive scalar injected som
where upstream reach a steady state. Near the conca
wall, the passive scalar organizes itself in mushroomlik

FIG. 1. Sketch of the hydrodynamic channel. The curve
section has a rectangular cross section (5 3 10 cm) and a
radius 10 cm long. The1 sign represents the measuremen
point.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. Temporal trace of the normalized (zero mean and u
variance) dye concentration obtained in the boundary layer,
a Reynolds number Re UL

n  104, with U  20 cmys the
main flow velocity,L  5 cm the height of the cross section o
the channel, andn  1022 cm2ys the water viscosity.

structures [Fig. 4(a)]. Numerical simulations of this sys
tem [4,5] yield the same qualitative shape [Fig. 4(b)].
transversal cut at the height shown in Fig. 4(b) (horizo
tal line, y  6 mm from the concave wall) yields the plo
of Fig. 4(c). The concentration profile (solid circles) ca
be very well approximated with a Gaussian fit (solid line
Thus, the shape of the bump obtained after averaging s
eral peaks in the turbulent regime is qualitatively the sam
as the steady state profile of the concentration at a hei
comparable to the height of the measurement station.

The picture that emerges is that the basic shape of
laminar mushroom structure is advected and distorted

FIG. 3. Individual realizations (thin solid lines), their averag
(solid circles), and a Gaussian fit (thick solid line) of the pea
of the normalized concentration. (a) Peaks whose heights
larger than6. (b) Peaks whose heights lay between3 and6.
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the turbulent flow, but without destroying its identity. A
sufficient condition for this to happen is that the trans
time of the dye particles from the boundary layer to th
hat of the mushroom be much shorter than the typic
time it takes for Görtler vortices to traverse a distanc
of the order of their size when advected by the transve
turbulence fluctuations (the diffusion time scales are mu
longer).

Next we compute the one-point pdf of the concentr
tion. Let cstd be a twice-differentiable stationary signa
(in our case it is the concentration), and let us define t
normalized variable

sstd 
cstd 2 kcl

kfcstd 2 kclg2l1y2
. (1)

The pdf ofs, Pssd, can be written as [7]

Pssd 
A

qssd
exp

∑Z s

0

rss0d
qss0d

ds0

∏
(2)

whereA is a normalization constant, andrssd andqssd are
defined as

rssd 
ks̈jsl
kÙs2l

and qssd 
kÙs2jsl
kÙs2l

. (3)

The behavior ofrssd has been the focus of much at
tention in recent years [8], and there is a wealth of ev
dence that under rather different experimental conditio
rssd  2s. However, it is not clearly understood when
this relation should break down. In the case of a hom
geneous advecting field with no scalar forcing, the the
retical understanding of this issue started with the work
Sinai and Yakhot [9], and was further studied in Ref. [10
More recently, Sabelnikov [11] showed that if the inho
mogeneity of the scalar occurs only in one spatial dire
tion, say x —the direction of the mean velocity—then

FIG. 4. (a) Experimental shape of the observed structure
the concentration field. (b) Same as (a) but from a dire
numerical simulation. (c) Transversal cut of the concentrati
field at the height of the horizontal line of (b) (solid circles
and a Gaussian fit (solid line).
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self-preservation of thePssd [i.e., Pssd does not depend
explicitly on x] implies rssd  2s. (Sabelnikov’s result
is actually more general, as it includes the situation of
constant scalar gradient perpendicular tox.) The self-
preserving assumption is a reasonable one to deductiv
derive this result. Alternatively, the fact that experimen
tally it is rssd  2s in experimental situations might be
understood as an indication of self-preservation.

In our system, we showed above that the peaks
Fig. 2 are well explained by the picture of the advectio
of the mushroom structures by the turbulence. The co
of the signal, on the other hand, looks unstructured to
good extent. One can associate with the latter the ba
ground processes of the advection-diffusion problem
the case in which only the mean-stream direction enta
dependencies. Sabelnikov’s result suggests that the
lation rssd  2s might hold for the background process
This assumption is consistent with a Gaussian backgrou
process which has as one additional consequence t
qssd  q0. The crossover between structure-dominate
and background processes corresponds to a value ofs near
2.5 (see Fig. 2). For values ofs above this crossover, we
model the structures by its average peak shape, which w
found to besstd  Aexpf2st 2 tpeakd2y2s2g. In order
to find rssd andqssd for s . 2.5, it will be convenient to
write s̈ and Ùs2 as a function ofs itself. Simple calcula-
tions yield

Ùs2  2
s2

s2
ln

A
s

, s̈  2
s

s2

µ
1 2 2ln

A
s

∂
, (4)

for s above the crossover. The conditional expectatio
values of Ùs2 and s̈ can be obtained from the previous
equations,

rstssd  sa 2 blnsds, qstssd  sc 2 blnsds2, (5)

where the subindex st stands for “structures,” anda 
s1ykÙs2ld f2k1ys2jsl 1 2ks1ys2dlnAjslg, b  s2ykÙs2ld 3

k1ys2l, and c  s2ykÙs2ld ks1ys2dlnAl. a, b, and c will
be determined from a fit to the experimental data. No
that 2sc 2 ad should, in principle, be equal tob. How-
ever, due to the approximations involved in representin
the structures by their averaged shape, we will relax th
constraint and leaveb as a free parameter. In the regim
s , 2.5, qssd and rssd should represent the background
mechanism that yields basically a Gaussian core to t
pdf of the concentration. Therefore, fors , 2.5 we
expect

rBssd  2r0s, qBssd  q0 , (6)

where the subscriptB stands for “background,” andr0 and
q0 should be found from the data. Notice that for a trul
Gaussian process,r0  1 and q0  1 [7,12]. However,
as we shall combine the mechanisms associated with
coherent structures and the Gaussian core, those va
for r0 andq0 cannot be exactly valid. Both mechanism
can be included in one single formula forrssd andqssd as
4400
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follows:

rssd  rBssdpssd 1 rstssd f1 2 pssdg , (7)

qssd  qBssdpssd 1 qstssd f1 2 pssdg . (8)

In the previous equations, the functionpssd [1 2 pssd]
has to be interpreted as the probability that the concen
tion of the scalar iss given that it is driven by the back-
ground [coherent structure] mechanisms. If the transiti
from one mechanism to the other were sharp,pssd would
be a step function. Figure 2, however, shows that th
crossover is not sharp, and thus we model the crosso
functionpssd with an error function,

pssd  erf

µ
s 2 scr

w

∂
, (9)

where scr denotes the crossover value ofs between
mechanisms, and the error function is defined as usua
erfsxd  s1y

p
2p d

Rx
` dj e2j2y2. The crossover will be

taken from simple inspection of Fig. 2 asscr  2.5, and
w will be fitted with the experiments. So far we hav
six undetermined parameters:a, b, c, r0, q0, andw. But
only three of them are independent, as the following three
relations must hold:

ksl  0; kqssdl  1; ks2l  1 , (10)

where the expectation values have to be taken s
consistently with the pdf of Eq. (2). [The relation
krssdl  0 and ksrssdl  21 also hold, but these are no
independent of the previous ones.] The best fitting valu
used in Fig. 5 arer0  0.95, q0  0.78, a  0, b  1,
c  2.5, and w  1.67. This choice of parameters re
spects the above constraints to a precision better than0.05.
Figure 5 shows the fits by our semiempirical model
the experimental data forrssd [Fig. 5(a)],qssd [Fig. 5(b)],
and Pssd [Fig. 5(c)]. Except in the highs region where
the fit of the rssd deviates from the experimental curv
(presumably due to lack of statistics), the three statist

FIG. 5. Experimental (solid circles) and theoretical (sol
line) results for (a)rssd, (b) qssd, and (c)Pssd.
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agree reasonably well with the experimental data. In pa
ticular, the nontrivial trends ofrssd andqssd are very well
followed by our model. Notice the two distinct regimes
exhibited byqssd in Fig. 5(b), with a crossover fors be-
tween2 and 3. This suggests thatqssd could be a good
tool to estimatescr even in other systems.

Let us finish with a brief discussion of our results
The basic message we would like to convey is th
it is possible to understand quantitatively the statistic
of a passive scalar as a combination of mechanism
that associated with the background diffusion, and th
associated with the coherent structures that domina
the advecting flow. We analyzed these structure-drive
events using a mean-field-like procedure that allowe
us to describe the average event. We combined the
two mechanisms using the Pope and Ching formu
[7] [Eq. (2)]. In this formula, the one-point pdf of a
stationary random function is written in terms of two
conditional statistics,rssd andqssd, defined in Eq. (3). A
substantial amount of both theoretical and experimen
information has been accumulated in the past few yea
about the behavior ofrssd, and some emphasis has bee
given to the idea that the relationrssd  2s may be
universal. We have shown an example in which th
relation breaks down, and explained this deviation i
terms of the structures that dominate the advecting flo
The emerging picture is clear: the inhomogeneities of th
advecting flow interact strongly with the concentratio
field, distorting the lawrssd  2s shown to be valid
[11] in the more homogeneous case. This picture al
applies to other systems such as high Rayleigh numb
convection, where the signatures of thermal plumes [1
should be clearly seen in the one-point pdf of th
temperature near the boundaries.
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